Success
Stories &
Case Studies

Introduction

It’s no secret that advertising is changing. Modern, digital-savvy audiences know
when they are being marketed to. They’ve become skeptical and suspicious, blind
to interruption advertising, and sometimes even annoyed by promotional tactics.
While this may be a problem for the traditional advertising industry, Priatek sees
it as an opportunity to improve marketing to be a more gratifying experience for
everyone.

CHALLENGE
Advertising is less effective, less enjoyable, and less practical than ever. Consumers are
bored, and advertisers are overpaying for results that are immeasurable, and therefore,
unsatisfactory.
• Traditional advertising is difficult to measure. Brands are delivering mass
messages without being able to determine a clear return on investment.
• Digital advertising has low audience
engagement. Audiences see banner
ads and become immune to their
messaging.
• Social advertising is hard to master.
Consumers don’t want to be marketed
to through social media; they’re there
to socialize, connect, and have fun.
They avoid brands that bombard their
social timelines with advertisements.
• Digital signage ads are expensive.
Businesses pay a high sum for static
display ads in high traffic locations that
can’t measure results.
• Consumer’s attention is limited and
difficult to attract. Consumers are
now becoming desensitized to static
ads. With so many brands competing
for consumer attention, it’s difficult
for brands to stand out and actually
engage a qualified consumer.
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SOLUTION
Offer prized-based digital promotions on huge, high-definition touch-screen kiosks
installed with Priatek’s patented-technology platform called in2win.
• Measurable data analytics: in2win provides a detailed data analytics dashboard
that tracks engagements, customer trends, customer demographics, and
answers to survey questions all custom to your brand.
• Voluntary engagement: Consumers have the option to engage only with the
brands that interest them, proving they are qualified consumers. Voluntary
engagement is stronger than any push advertising in the market.
• Fun, social experience: Priatek has the strongest, scalable, experiential product
in the market. Fun is the new metric. The in2win platform creates a fun and
memorable experience with a brand and engages consumers on their own time.
• Performance-based: We can measure sales results to make our marketing
package affordable for every business.
• Attention-grabbing content: in2win cuts through the noise by offering fun,
prizes, and rewards each time a consumer plays.
• Re-engagement: Brands struggle to re-engage with their consumers. in2win
engages and re-engages consumers in a non-disruptive way.
• Fanbase: Discounts, offers, and fun establish a good experience. in2win takes
that experience, ties it with a brand and turns it into re-engagement. Thus,
building brand loyalty inside that consumer’s mind and creating a following
fanbase for that business.
• Smart promotions: We can hyper-target promotions to live in specific territories,
at any budget; which is becoming a necessity for retailers.

RESULTS
With categories ranging from apparel, entertainment, and restaurants, in2win
captivates its audience’s interests. This platform has proven fun experiences and
rewards can overcome the average consumer’s numb approach to advertising and
effectively turn their interests into loyalty.
Advertiser Results
• Auntie Anne’s: 391 Sales from 758 Engagements in 30 Days at One Location
• Clearwater Marine Aquarium: 13% Redemption at Location 14 Miles from
Closest Kiosk
• Little Greek Fresh Grill: 30% Coupon Redemption Rate
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Category

Activities

CASE STUDY
TRAVELKATZ

CATEGORY
Activities

CHALLENGE
TravelKatz is a local travel agency and one of Priatek’s first clients. When
TravelKatz partnered with Priatek, they were looking for ways to develop
brand name recognition and drive sales and web traffic. They also wanted
to set themselves apart from competitors and position their brand as the
go-to option for travel decisions.

SOLUTION
The in2win marketing team created a promotion with beautiful, engaging
graphics and images that appealed to the traveler mindset. We provided
customers with engaging offers and consistently monitored the progress
of these offers so we could optimize the campaign by focusing only on
the offers that were working and driving results.

RESULTS
“Priatek is an amazing company
full of fantastic ideas for gameplayer participation and advertiser
promotions. The staff is attentive to
the advertisers and the promotions
are relative to each advertiser. The
graphics and images are awesome!”
- Kathryn Hoyt
Co-Owner at TravelKatz

200 Central Avenue, 23rd Floor, St. Petersburg, FL 33701 • 727.375.5616 • priatek.com

Category

Food

CASE STUDY
HOFBRAHAUS

CATEGORY
Activities

CHALLENGE
Hofbrauhaus is a branch of a historic, Munich-themed restaurants that
serve Bavarian fare in a beer-hall setting. It’s a nationally recognized
brand and staple in the St. Pete restaurant scene. But, their business can
slow down during summer months. So Hofbrauhaus contacted Priatek to
look for ways to increase its foot traffic and sales, as well as bring in new
customers from both Tampa and Orlando.

SOLUTION
The in2win marketing team worked with the Hofbrauhaus marketing
team to create promotions with engaging offers that would increase
foot traffic and sales. We focused on developing offers for items that are
in high-demand and would be most likely to generate interest, such as
their famous Pretzels and Schnitzel. Then, we consistently monitored the
progress of these offers so we could optimize the campaign by focusing
only on the offers that were working and driving results.

RESULTS
“We have seen a good uptick in the usage of the coupons. They
ALWAYS spend more than just the coupon. Over 98% of the time the
in2win customer spends more than just the coupon. Yes, we have seen
an increase in revenue.”
- Kitty Neill | Interim General Manager at Hofbrauhaus

98% of the time
in2win customers
spends more than
just the coupon

200 Central Avenue, 23rd Floor, St. Petersburg, FL 33701 • 727.375.5616 • priatek.com

Category

Services

CASE STUDY
TAMPA BEGINNINGS

CATEGORY
Activities

CHALLENGE
Tampa Beginnings is a local photography studio that specializes in
maternity and first-year photography, portraits, and memory books.
Since this is a niche product, they need to specifically target expectant
mothers so they can capture the memories not only during pregnancy,
but also during the first year of birth. They worked with Priatek because
they were seeking solutions to drive qualified web traffic and phone
calls for their business.

SOLUTION
The in2win marketing team created an engaging promotion on our in2win
prize-promotion kiosks geared toward pregnant mothers. The offers
focused on affordable portrait options as well as free consultations and
free sessions to make sure the offers were inviting to all new mothers.

RESULTS
As a result of the campaign, Tampa Beginnings got bookings from
almost every single lead that called them. Out of all of their marketing
investments, in2win was the only one that brought in phone calls and
results.

“I am getting phone calls! Almost everyone that has called me with
in2win coupons I have made appointments with and booked shooting
sessions with. What makes you different from all of the other marketing I
am using is you are bringing me actual phone calls from real people.”
Glenn Nielson, Owner at Tampa Beginnings

200 Central Avenue, 23rd Floor, St. Petersburg, FL 33701 • 727.375.5616 • priatek.com

Category

Activities

CASE STUDY
MAIN EVENT

CATEGORY
Activities

CHALLENGE
Main Event is in the business of fun. They combine state-of-the-art
bowling, multi-level laser tag, adventure courses, billiards, and video
games with casual dining and drinks to provide fun for all ages. They
offer the newest and best in entertainment options for guests - which is
why they chose Priatek. Main Event was looking for a new, innovative,
and exciting option to engage their customers.

SOLUTION
Priatek delivered a prize promotion system that not only provides additional
fun for guests, but also gives guests a reason to stay engaged with the Main
Event brand.
Priatek:
• Set up beautiful, high-definition touch-screen kiosks
• Installed a patented prize promotion system
• Developed a prize promotion system tied to Main Event offerings that ranged
from free play cards to an all-access package for six people
• Launched the system so guests could play to win - and win every time!

1,363
UNIQUE USERS
PLAYED & WON

RESULTS
Guests love the new addition to Main Event’s gaming roster.

ALL

2,000

PRIZES AWARDED

FEMALES 18 -44

50%

MALES 18 -44

31%

RESONATED WITH BOTH
FEMALE & MALE AUDIENCES

TESTIMONY
“I am bombarded by marketing firms trying to get me to buy into their
next magazine or etc. What you are doing in today’s market is a very
cool, exciting idea and I can’t wait to see where this is going to take us!”
- Shelia Grady, Main Event Sales Manager
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CASE STUDY

Category

Products

STUDIO 0308

CATEGORY
Products, Apparel

CHALLENGE
Studio 0308 is an exclusive sneaker boutique specializing in providing
100% authentic early release Nike’s, Jordan’s, and Foamposite’s. They
were looking for a new way to increase sales and awareness of their brand.

SOLUTION
Studio 0308 was interested in running an apparel promotion on the in2win
kiosks that were in close proximity to their retail store at the mall. Priatek
customized a promotion for them that included:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Selecting powerful offers that would appeal to their key demographic
Promotion design, delivery, and setup
Driving engagements on a multi-channel platform
Customer service and legal compliance
Multi-media real-time management and data analytics
Gamification

RESULTS
Immediately upon promotion launch, they started to receive redemptions
and saw an increase in sales.

1,535
One key insight
from our analytics
showed that female
customers yielded a
higher engagement
rate on this apparel
promotion.

c

AVERAGE MONTHLY
ENGAGEMENTS

Based on the # of engagements at
the University Mall, Studio 0308
was in the TOP 20 performing
promotions on the in2win kiosks.

FEMALES 18 -34

33%

MALES 18 -34

28.7%

200 Central Avenue, 23rd Floor, St. Petersburg, FL 33701 | 727.375.5616 • priatek.com
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Category

Food

CASE STUDY
AUNTIE ANNE’S

CATEGORY
Food, Snacks

CHALLENGE
Auntie Anne’s is a nationaly renowned brand that was looking to increase
sales in their local Tampa franchises. They are a snack food with easy
accessibility from our mall kiosks.

SOLUTION
A local Tampa Auntie Anne’s location ran a promotion on in2win kiosks
near their location in the mall. The Priatek team worked with the Auntie
Anne’s staff to design a promotion that would create excitement to
the thousands of potential consumer’s who visit the mall daily.

RESULTS
In 30 days, one Auntie Anne’s location at Westshore experienced:

758

Engagements

391
sales

51%

Redemption

OUTCOME
200 Central Avenue, 23rd Floor,
St. Petersburg, FL 33701
9727.375.5616 • priatek.com

Auntie Anne’s promotion was a big success, cost effective, and seen
by thousands of potential consumers on in2win kiosks, as well as the
mobile app.

Category

Food

CASE STUDY

GREAT AMERICAN COOKIES

CATEGORY
Food, Snacks

CHALLENGE
Great American Cookies is a chain of independently owned and
operated franchised stores that specialize in gourmet cookies.
Great American Cookies was looking to increase sales in their
local franchises.

SOLUTION
This franchise ran a promotion near their locations in the mall.
The Priatek team worked with the Great American Cookies staff
to design a promotion that would generate excitement to the
thousands of potential consumers who visit the mall daily.

TESTIMONY
“I’ve been here 17 years, in2win is the
best thing we’ve ever gotten involved
with. We see over 500 sales per month
directly from in2win. Who knows how
many new repeat customers we’re
adding each month!”
Cathy
Manager Great American Cookies

200 Central Avenue, 23rd Floor, St. Petersburg, FL 33701
727.375.5616 • priatek.com
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Category

Activities

CASE STUDY
CLEARWATER AQUARIUM

CATEGORY
Activities

CHALLENGE
Clearwater Marine Aquarium is internationally known for rehabilitating
marine life and specifically the Winter’s Dolphin Tale Exhibit. The movie
“Dolphin Tale” was inspired by Winter the Dolphin who was given a new
mechanical tail by the aquarium. Florida has a large number of local
attractions and theme parks. In this competitive environment, Clearwater
Marine Aquarium was looking for a way to drive up local attendance.

SOLUTION
We created a sweepstakes promotion at kiosks around Tampa Bay to
promote the aquarium and specifically the dolphins. An extended attract
video was custom created. The park was thrilled to tell us of the
measurable increase in attendance due to the promotion.

RESULTS
Coupon distribution on every engagement included 25% and 50% off admission.

OVER

WINNERS RECEIVED
• Annual membership for family of 4
• 2 Dolphin Adventure tour tickets
• 2 Aquarium Admission tickets

13%

50%

surveyed had
never been to CMA

OVER

COUPON
REDEMPTION

14 miles away from
the closest kiosk

57%

New Visitors

200 Central Avenue, 23rd Floor, St. Petersburg, FL 33701
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CASE STUDY

Category

Products

HALO AUTO
AUTOSPORTS
HALO
SPORTS

CATEGORY
Products, Car/Dealership

CHALLENGE
Halo Autosports is a 5-star quality dealership that specializes in new and used
vehicles, UTVs and ATVs. Halo was looking for a new way to advertise to increase
foot traffic at their dealership located in Brooksville, FL.

SOLUTION
To increase exposure in the Tampa Bay Market, Priatek customized a prize promotion
for Halo with offers that would appeal to a broad demographic. Some of the grand
prizes included FREE car payments for one year, VIP tickets to the Daytona 500, a
Massimo UTV and $1,000 cash. Priatek handled:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Promotion design, delivery, and setup
Driving engagements on a multi-channel platform
Customer service and legal compliance
Multi-media real-time management and data analytics
Gamification
Issuing coupons and prize vouchers

52 screens
7 high-traffic
mall locations
3.5 million monthly
impressions

RESULTS
“in2win is an amazing platform that is a fun and effective way to get our business in
front of new customers. The Priatek team has been great to work with, and we look
forward to working with them as they expand across the nation.”
- Heather Craig, Co-owner of Halo Autosports

AVERAGE
MONTHLY
ENGAGEMENTS

3,667
One key insight from
our analytics showed
that female customers
yielded a higher
engagement rate on
this promotion.

Some winners drove from over an
hour away to take a test drive and
redeem their $25 giftcard.

FEMALES 18 -44

43%

MALES 18 -44

36.5%

200 Central Avenue, 23rd Floor, St. Petersburg, FL 33701 | 727.375.5616 • priatek.com
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REVOLUTIONIZE YOUR RETAIL EXPERIENCE
If you’re interested in increasing consumer engagement, building brand awareness,
establishing new consumer relationships, and having a fun, innovative marketing
strategy -- contact us today.
We would love to show you how our prized-based digital promotions will attract new
consumers to your business, provide enjoyable experiences, create brand exposure,
and generate sales for your business.

CONTACT US

Prized-Based Digital Promotions®

(727) 375-5616
info@priatek.com
200 Central Ave.
St. Petersburg, FL 33701
www.priatek.com

